
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Market and forecast of consumer spending on streaming audio and radio
(including satellite radio)

•• Features that differentiate key players in streaming audio
•• What makes a paid streaming audio service worth the price and optimal

price point
•• The role of podcasts, social media and other non-music factors in the

streaming audio space

Streaming audio has become the standard for audio entertainment, as adults
are more than twice as likely to listen to a streaming audio service as they are
to traditional radio. Listeners have gotten used to having the entire history of
music and other audio entertainment at their fingertips. A never-ending stream
of choices is the standard, but two thirds of customers still want some help with
choosing what to listen to via curated content. Exclusivity and early access to
new music, podcasts and audiobooks can help differentiate services in a
landscape that is dominated by a few key players. Without any revolutionary
features setting them apart, smaller services will have a difficult time
competing. Putting artist support front and center could help though, as 62% of
adults try to support services that fairly compensate artists and creators.
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“Listeners keep tuning in to
streaming audio, particularly
now that the term ‘tuning in’
itself is becoming less and less
relevant. Streaming audio
services have grown
consistently with a few key
players dominating the
space.”
- John Poelking, Research
Manager – Tech, Media, and
Telecom
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• Streaming audio advertising is on the rise
Figure 11: Digital audio advertising revenue, 2020 and 2021

• A hybrid work environment creates more opportunities to
engage listeners
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Figure 12: Work from home status, 2020 vs 2022
• Podcasting revenue is growing exponentially
• Social media platforms explore streaming audio as part of

their entertainment offering

• Real time audio creates opportunities to connect a listening
community

• Audio services partner with telecom providers for wider
reach
Figure 13: Verizon One Unlimited email, “Pair your new iPhone
with our exclusive plan that includes Apple One,” 2022

• Flexible subscription plans bring in the whole family
• Exclusive deals with podcast companies bring awareness to

services
• Convenience keeps people from spreading across services
• Listeners care about artists’ rights

• Streaming audio is dominant but has not killed radio
• Exclusivity and early access matter
• Curated content cuts through clutter
• Half of adults pay for some streaming service
• Uninterrupted service that supports content creators helps

convince people to invest in streaming audio
• The commute remains key
• Podcasting is an essential part of the streaming audio

landscape

• Streaming audio is twice as popular as traditional radio but
the field is getting smaller
Figure 14: Audio entertainment services used, 2022

• One third of adults only listens to one source for their audio
entertainment
Figure 15: Number of audio entertainment services used, 2022

• Older adults overindex for radio listening, but still do it less
than streaming
Figure 16: Streaming audio vs traditional radio, by age, 2022

• Middle-aged adults favor streamers with the qualities of
radio personalities
Figure 17: Streaming audio used, by age, 2022

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

THE STREAMING AUDIO CONSUMER – FAST FACTS

AUDIO ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES USED
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• Streamers seek out new and exclusive content
Figure 18: Ideal features of a streaming audio service, 2022

• Young women want everything now
Figure 19: Ideal features of a streaming audio service, by age
and gender, 2022

• Out-of-home experiences can foster community in urban
areas
Figure 20: Ideal features of a streaming audio service, by
area of living, 2022

• Options are a necessity, while recommendations are
welcome
Figure 21: Attitudes toward choice in streaming audio, 2022

• Older Millennials want to be catered to
Figure 22: Attitudes toward choice and convenience in
streaming audio, by generation, 2022

• Families with younger kids can share the music
Figure 23: Attitudes toward choice and convenience in
streaming audio, by age of children in the household, 2022

• More than half of US adults pay for a streaming audio
service
Figure 24: Subscription to a streaming audio service, by key
demographics, 2022

• Big players soak up the bulk of subscription revenue
Figure 25: Paid streaming audio services used, 2022

• Accessible easy listening stands out when investing in
streaming audio
Figure 26: Ideal perks of a paid audio service, 2022

• Large uninterrupted catalogues matter to young women
Figure 27: Ideal perks of a paid audio service, by age and
gender, 2022

• The “ideal” streaming audio service would ideally cost $14
a month
Figure 28: Price sensitivity – Optimal price, 2022
Figure 29: Price sensitivity– Threshold prices, 2022

• Users will support services that support artists
Figure 30: Attitudes toward fair compensation and sharing
accounts, 2022

IDEAL STREAMING AUDIO FEATURES

ATTITUDES TOWARD CHOICE IN STREAMING AUDIO

PAID STREAMING AUDIO SERVICES

WHAT MAKES PAID STREAMING AUDIO WORTH THE COST
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• Streaming audio services can continue to appeal to
commuters
Figure 31: Devices used for audio entertainment, 2022

• Middle-aged adults might look for streaming audio to
lighten up the home
Figure 32: Attitudes toward streaming audio hardware, by
age, 2022

• Six in 10 adults listen to podcasts, mostly to have a good
time
Figure 33: Reasons to listen to podcasts, 2022

• Storytelling podcasts could present a unique opportunity to
reach women
Figure 34: Reasons to listen to podcasts, by gender, 2022

• Younger generations want to be entertained
Figure 35: Reasons to listen to podcasts, by generation, 2022

• Multicultural listeners look for more out of podcasts
Figure 36: Reasons to listen to podcasts, by race and
Hispanic origin, 2022

• Podcasting is an effective advertising medium for most
listeners
Figure 37: Attitudes toward podcast advertising, 2022

• Black adults are particularly trusting of what content
creators promote
Figure 38: Attitudes toward podcast advertising, by race and
Hispanic origin, 2022

• Data sources
• Sales data
• Forecast
• Consumer survey data
• Marketing creative
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

Figure 39: Total US consumer expenditures for streaming
audio, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27

HARDWARE AND STREAMING AUDIO

PODCAST ATTITUDES, BEHAVIORS AND PREFERENCES

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS

APPENDIX – THE MARKET
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• Methodology
Figure 40: Price sensitivity – Price sensitivity aggregate table,
2022
Figure 41: Price sensitivity – Price summary table, 2022

APPENDIX – PRICE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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